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Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and let A be an R-algebra. For an 
ideal N of A contained in the (Jacobson) radical of A, an inertial subalgebra of 
A (relative to N) is an R-separable subalgebra S such that S + N = A. A 
necessary condition for A to contain an inertial subalgebra is that A/N be 
separable. We prove in this paper that this condition is also sufficient whenever 
A is finitely generated and N is nilpotent. We also establish that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for two inertial subalgebras S and T of A (relative 
to N) be conjugate under an inner automorphism of A is that S 8s To 
contain an idempotent mapping onto a separability idempotent of (A/N) OR 
(A/N)O. Among the corollaries to these results is that, in the terminology 
of [7], every noetherian Hilbert ring is an inertial coefficient ring for which 
the uniqueness statement holds. Our approach will be similar to that of [8], 
where the fundamental technique was the lifting of idempotents from 
(A/N) OR (A/N)O to A OR A”. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
All rings are assumed to have an identity which is contained in all subrings 
and preserved by ring homomorphisms. Throughout R denotes a commutative 
ring and A a (faithful) R-algebra, that is, A is a ring containing R as a subring 
of its center; N denotes an ideal of A contained in the Jacobson radical of 
A such that AjN is R-separable. The term “finitely generated,” when 
applied to an algebra, will mean finitely generated as a module and @ will 
mean OR . For submodules L and M of A we will denote by i(L @ M) 
the collection of those elements of A @ A expressible as C Zi @ mj with l* 
in L and m, in M. For an R-algebra C, Co denotes the ring opposite to C and 
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p denotes the multiplication map from C @ Co to C defined by 
~(2 ci @ ci’) = z cici’. Finally, for any R-module M and any maximal 
ideal m of R, A&,* will be used for M @ R,,,*, where R,,* is the henselization 
of the localization of R at m and is faithfully flat as an A,-module [lo]. 
An R-algebra S is separable if and only if S @ So contains an idempotent 
e such that (s @ 1 - 1 @ s)e = 0 for every s in S and p(e) = 1. Such an 
idempotent is called a separability idempotent for S. We will act as if the 
reader is familiar with the fundamental properties of separable algebras as 
contained in [I] or in the first three sections of Chapter II of [SJ. In [8] we 
defined an inertial idempotent (relative to N) to be any idempotent e in 
A @ A0 such that 
(i) p(e) = 1; and 
(ii) the image of e under the natural map of A @ Aa onto 
(A/N) 0 WV0 is a separability idempotent for A/M 
An inmtial subalgebra relative to N is an R-separable subalgebra S with 
S + N = A. (See [7] for basic properties.) It is apparent that A @ A0 
contains an inertial idempotent if A contains an inertial subalgebra. Moreover, 
it is clear that if S is an inertial subalgebra of A relative to N, then 
(1 + n)-lS( 1 + n) is also for any 71 in N. 
Our first lemma shows that if we can lift idempotents from (A/N) @ (A/N)O 
to A @ A”, we can be sure that A @ A0 contains inertial idempotents. 
LEMMA 1. I f  A @ A0 contains an idempotent mapping to a separability 
idempotent for A/N, then A @ A0 contains an inertial idempotent. 
Proof. Suppose e’ is an idempotent of A @ A0 whose image Z in 
VP> 0 (4W” . 1s a separability idempotent. Because p”(Z) = 1 in A/N, we 
see that p(e’) is in 1 + N and so is a unit in A. Set 
e = [iu,(e’)-l @ l] e’[p(e’) @ 11. 
The image of e in (A/N) @ (A/N)O is Z, and, furthermore, p(e) = 
p(e’)-l [e’ . p(e’)] = 1 since e’ . p(e’) = p(e’s) = p(e’). (Here and later 
denotes the module operation of A @ A0 on A given by 
(c a, @ a;) .b = C aibai.) 
Now if we are in a situation where idempotents can be lifted from 
(A/N) @ (A/N)O to A @ A0 (e.g., N is nil), we see that inertial idempotents 
exist. The difficulty is that when A is noncommutative there are too many 
of them in the sense that they do not all come from separability idempotents 
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of inertial subalgebras. In fact if A is the ring of 3 x 3-upper triangular 
matrices over any field and N its Jacobson radical, there exist inertial idem- 
potents e relative to N such that {a E A I(u @ 1 - 1 @ a)e = 0} + N # A. 
However, in the case that A is itself separable (as well as finitely generated), 
we now show that every inertial idempotent is a separability idempotent. 
LEMMA 2. For any separable R-algebra A with center Z we have 
A & A0 N (A @ AO)e, , where e, is the separability idempotent for the 
R-algebra 2. 
Proof. The natural map from A @ A0 onto A &A0 contains (A @ Ao)J, 
in its kernel, where Jz = {x E 2 @ 2 1 p(x) = 0). Therefore, there is an 
induced ring homomorphism from A @ A”/(A @ A”)Jz onto A &A0 which 
can be seen to be a Z-algebra homomorphism. But A @ A0 is a central 
separable 2 @ Z-algebra, so A @ A”/(A @ A”)Jz is a central separable 
Z @ Z/jz N Z- lg b a e ra. However any Z-algebra homomorphism from a 
central separable Z-algebra onto another central separable Z-algebra is 
one-to-one because the kernel is the extension of an ideal of Z (see the proof of 
Proposition 6.1 of Chapter II of [5]), so A @ A”/(A @ A”)Jz N A & A”. 
Now Z is R-separable, so Z @ Z = Jz @ (Z @ Z)e, , whence A @ A”/ 
(A @ A”)Jz N (A @ AO)e, . 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose A is finitely generated and separable and e is any 
idempotent in A @ A0 mapping onto a separability idempotent for A/N. Then 
for every a in A 
[a @ 1 - 1 @ p(e)” ap(e)]e = 0. 
In particular, if e is an inertial idempotent (i.e., p(e) = l), e is Q separability 
idempotent for A. 
Proof. First, we suppose A to be R-central as well as separable. Then the 
map x + x * ( ) gives an isomorphism from A @ A0 to Hom,(A, A) [5, 
Theorem 3.43 and under this R-algebra isomorphism e corresponds to a 
projection ?T of A to A whose natural image + in HomR(A, A) is a projection 
onto i?. (Here N = ttA for some ideal n in R and we are setting R = R/n and 
A = A/nA = A/N.) Hence r(A) C R + nA or, applying r again, T(A) = 
r(R) + nr(A) = p(e)R + nr(A), since r(r) = p(e)r for every r in R. It 
follows by Nakayama’s lemma that n(A) = p(e)R, so we can say that for 
every b in A, e * b = r(b) = p(e)r, for some rb in R. Hence for every a in A, 
[(a @ l)e] * b = up(e)r, = p(e)r&e)-l up(e) = [(I @ p(e)-’ ap(e))e] * 6, that 
is, (a @ 1)e and (1 @ p(e)-l ap(e))e have the same image in HomR(A, A) 
and, therefore, are equal. This takes care of the central case. 
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Now in the general case write A @ A0 = (A @ AO)(l - ez) @ (A @ AO)e,, 
where e, is the separability idempotent for the center 2 of A and 
(A @ A’J)e, N A & A0 by virtue of Lemma 2. The inertial idempotent 
e can be written as e = e(1 - ez) + ee, . But under the natural mapping 
from A @ A0 to (A/N) @ (A/N)O, whose kernel i(N @ A”) + (A @ No) is 
in the radical of A @ A0 [2, Theorem IO], we have e(i - &) = (i - gz)a = Ci 
since E is a separability idempotent and p(i - cz) = 0, so e(1 - e,) is an 
idempotent in the radical of A @ A0 and, therefore, equals zero. Hence 
e = ee, is in (A @ A”)ez N A oz A”, so by the preceding paragraph 
applied to the central separable Z-algebra A, (a @ 1 - 1 @ p(e)-l up(e))e = 0 
for every a in A, completing the proof. 
As our final preliminary, we quote the following proposition which is the 
corollary to Proposition 1 of [8]. 
PROPOSITION 2. If S is an inertial subalgebra of A relative to N and I is 
an ideal of A contained in N such that A/I is separable, then S is an inertial 
subalgebra relative to I. 
2. THE EXISTENCE THEOREM 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a jinitely generated R-algebra. Suppose A contains 
a nilpotent ideal N such that A/N is separable. Then A contains an inertial 
subalgebra relative to N. 
The proof is focused on the case when N2 = 0 and will involve strongly 
that, by Azumaya’s theorem [2, Theorem 331 and Proposition 2, Theorem 1 
is true when R is a Henselian local ring. First, we need two lemmas analysing 
the behavior of inertial idempotents under the assumption that A contains 
an inertial subalgebra. 
LEMMA 3. Let A be an R-algebra (not necessari~finitely generated) and N 
a nilpotent ideal of A. Suppose S is a$nitely generated inertial subalgebra of A 
relative to N. Then any inertial idetnpotent e can be written as es + x + y where 
x E i(S @ NO), y E i(N @ A”) and es is the image in i(S @ So) of a separability 
idempotent for S. 
Proof. The conclusion is easily checked when S n N = (0). For the 
general case, form the external direct sum A’ = S @ N and give A’ an 
R-algebra structure by defining (s, n)(s’, n’) = (ss’, sn’ + s’n + nn’). The map 
4: A’ --t A defined by $((s, n)) = s + n is an R-algebra homomorphism with 
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kernel K = {(a, -u)I a E S r\ N}. Since ft is nilpotent, we can lift idem- 
potents from A @ A0 to A’ @ A’O. In fact, the proof of Lemma 1 shows that 
e can be lifted to an idempotent e’ in A’ @ A’O with p(e’) = 1. Now a glance 
at the commutative diagram 
A’ @ A”’ *@**A@AO 
rl’ @I’ 1 1 16v 
S @So IlrBr l (A/N) 0 (A/N)O z (S/S A N) @(S/S n N)O 
(where 7 is the natural map from A to A/N, 7’ the map from A’ to S obtained 
by factoring out N’ = (0, N) C A’ and II, is the natural map from S to 
S/S n N) shows that (7’ @ r]‘)( e’ is an inertial idempotent for S, so by ) 
Proposition 1, it is a separability idempotent. Therefore, e’ is an inertial 
idempotent relative to N’. Setting S’ = (S, 0) C A’, we have S’ n N’ = (0) 
and, therefore, e’ = e,, + x’ + y’ with e,f a separability idempotent for 
s’ N S, x’ E s’ @ N’O and y’ E N’ @ A’O. We now get the desired result by 
applying 4 04 to e’ and setting e, = (4 @$)(es,), x = (+ @ 4)(x’) and 
Y = (+ OdW)* 
For any inertial idempotent e, set B’(A, e) = {a E A ](a @ 1 - 1 @ u)e E 
i(N @ A”) C A @ AO}. B’(A, e) is seen to be a subalgebra of A. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be an R-algebra (not necessarily finitely generated) and 
N an ideal of A with N2 = (0). Suppose A contains a finitely generated inertial 
subu2gebru S relative to N. Then for any inertial idempotent e, B’(A, e) is 
conjugate to S and, therefore, is also an inertial s&algebra relative to N. 
Proof. Write e = e, + x + y as in Lemma 3. We will show that 
BYA, 4 = [l + dW S[l + 1441. 
For any u in A, let us write a = s(a) + n(u) for some s(u) in S and n(u) in 
N. Note that because i(S @ A”) n i(N @ A”) = i[(S n N) @ A”] [3, 
Lemma 7, p. 321, B’(A, e) = {a E A \(~(a) @ 1 - 1 @ u)(e, + x) Ei(N @ AO)} 
and (s(u) @ 1 - 1 @ u)(e, + x) E i(S @ AO), we have B’(A, e) = 
(a E A \(~(a) @ 1 - 1 @ a)(es + x) E i[(S n N) @ AO]}. Now apply p to get 
that if a in A is in B’(A, e), then ~(a)(1 + p(x)) - (1 + ,u(x))u is in (S n N)A. 
But N2 = (0) implies S n N is an ideal of A, so we have 
a - (1 + P(W wu + P(4) in Sn N. 
Thus, 
WA, 4 C (1 + I.@))-~ St1 + 144) + (S n W = (1 + P(W W + 1.44). 
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To prove the opposite inclusion, first notice that since [p(x)]” = 0, an 
arbitrary element of (I + p(x))-l S(l + p(x)) looks like s + sp(x) - p(x)s 
for some s in S. Therefore, to show (1 + p(x))-’ S(1 + p(x)) C B’(A, e), we 
need show that for every s in S, [s @ 1 - 1 @ (s + +(x) - p(x)s)](e, + x) = 
(s 0 1 - 1 0 4x - [1 0 (w(x) - P( x s ) )I e, must lie in i(N x AO), that is, 
we must show (s @ 1 - 1 @ s)x = [1 @ (+(x) - ,u(x)s)]e, modulo i(N @ AO). 
But upon squaring the expression e = e, + x + y while remembering that 
e and e, are idempotents and x2 = 0, we see that x = xes + e,x modulo 
i(N @ AO). Now writing x = C si @ n, , si E S, ni EN, we see that xe, = 
x(1 @ ?Zi) (Si @ l)e, = x(1 @ ?ZJ (1 @ sJe, = [I @ p(x)]es , SO X = 
[1 @ p(x)]es + e,x modulo i(N @ AO). Using this last congruence and 
(s @ l)es = (1 @ s)e, , we obtain (s 0 1 - 1 @ s)x = (s @ 1 - 1 @ s) 
[l 0 p(x)]es + (s 0 1 - 1 0 s)e,x = [l 0 cl(x)]@ 0 l)e, - (1 0 &)x)e, = 
[I 0 CL(W 0 4es - (1 0 &Ws = U 0 (~44 - &Wles n-m&do 
i[N @ /lo), which completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
We can now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. First, suppose Nz = (0). 
Let e be any inertial idempotent of A, the existence of which is guaranteed 
by Lemma 1 and the nilpotence of the kernel i(N @ A”) + i(A @ No) of the 
map from A @ A0 to (A/N) @ (A/N)O. Let m be any maximal ideal of R. 
An obvious adjustment of Lemma 5 of [8] shows that, whether or not 
N2 = (0) [B’(A, e)]: = B’(A,*, e). But A,*/N,,,* N (A/N); is R,,,*- 
separable, so by Azumaya’s theorem [2] and Proposition 2, A,* contains an 
inertial subalgebra relative to N,,,*. Applying Lemma 4 to A,*, we have that 
[B’(A, e)]; N B’(A,*, e) is an inertial subalgebra of A,* for every m, whence 
B’(A, e) + N = A by the faithful flatness of R,* over R,,, and well known 
properties of localization. It remains to show B’(A, e) separable. Since 
B’(A, e) + N = A, B’(A, e)/B’(A, e) n N N A/N is separable, so B’(A, e) @ 
B’(A, e)” contains an inertial idempotent e’. Now for every maximal ideal ttt 
of R, e’ is an inertial idempotent for the R,*-separable algebra [B’(A, e)]: , 
so it is a separability idempotent by Proposition 1. (It should be noted here 
that D. Sanders has proved in [ll] that inertial subalgebras of finitely gen- 
erated algebras are finitely generated, so [B’(A, e)]; is finitely generated 
over R,* .) It follows that for every a in B’(A, e), (a @ 1 - 1 @ a)e’ = 0 
in B’(A, e) @ B’(A, e)” since it is zero in [B’(A, e)]: oRm*[B’(A, e)]:’ for 
every tn. This proves that B’(A, ) e is an inertial subalgebra of A when 
N2 = (0). 
To handle the general case, we apply the preceding paragraph to the 
R-algebra A/N2 to obtain a subalgebra B, of A with the following properties 
(i) B, + N = A; (ii) Ns 2 B, with Bl/N2 R-separable; and, (iii) (BJ$ = 
S(m, *) + (N”)$ for some inertial subalgebra S(m, *) of A,*. That (iii) 
holds is a consequence of the fact that A,* contains inertial subalgebras 
relative to N,* and the proof of Lemma 4. Now we can apply the same 
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argument to the algebra RI/N4 relative to the ideal N2/N4 to obtain a sub- 
algebra B, of A with B, + Na = B, , N4 C B, with B,/N4 R-separable and 
(B,); = s(m *) + (N4); f  or some inertial subalgebra S(m, *) of A,* 
(for every m). But then A = B, + N = B, + W + N = B, + N. It 
should now be clear that for each n we can obtain a subalgebra B, of A with 
B, + N = A and N2” C B, with B,lN2” R-separable. Thus for any integer 
11 with N2” = (0), B, is an inertial subalgebra of A and Theorem 1 is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a commutative ring with nilpotent Jacobson radical. 
Suppose A is an R-algebra, $nitely generated and projective as an R-module 
with A/ J(A) separable, where J(A) denotes the Jacobson radical of A. Then A 
contains an inertial &algebra. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.1 of [7], some power of j(A) lies in ](R)A so ](A) 
is nilpotent if j(R) is. 
In [7] we defined an inertial coe@ient ring to be a commutative ring R such 
that every finitely generated R-algebra A with A/J(A) separable contains an 
inertial subalgebra. It follows from Theorem 1 that any commutative ring R 
such that every finitely generated R-algebra has nilpotent Jacobson radical 
is an inertial coefficient ring. But such a ring must be a Hilbert (or Jacobson) 
ring, that is, a commutative ring in which every prime ideal is the intersection 
of maximal ideals, for the finitely generated R-algebra R/p would have 
nilpotent and hence zero radical, for every prime p. 
COROLLARY 2. Every noetherian Hilbert ring and every (commutative) von 
Neumann regular ring is an iwtial coe#icient ring. 
Proof. It is well known that when a Hilbert ring A is noetherian, the 
Jacobson and (Baer) lower radicals of any finitely generated R-algebra 
coincide and are nilpotent (e.g., [9]). I f  A is an algebra generated as a module 
by n elements over a von Neumann regular ring, we claim that J(A)s = (0), 
for we know this is true when R is a field and for every maximal ideal m of R 
we have R, N R/m [3, Exercise 9, p. 1681, whence [](A>“],,, = [J(A),,$ = (0) 
for all maximal ideals m of R. 
Remarks. (1) The collection of noetherian Hilbert rings is extensive, 
containing all homomorphic images of rings of the form R[x, ,..., xd where R 
is a Dedekind domain with zero radical. 
(2) The result concerning von Neumann regular rings was first proved 
by W. C. Brown [4] by sheaf-theoretic methods. 
In [12] Wehlen has defined a weak inertial coe@cient ring to be a commutative 
ring R such that every finitely generated R-algebra A such that A/L(A) is 
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separable contains an inertial subalgebra, where L(A) denotes the (Baer) 
lower radical of A. 
COROLLARY 3. Every commutative noetherian ring is a weah inertial 
coe@ient ring. 
It seems likely that in fact the class of inertial coefficient rings contains 
any commutative ring R such that idempotents can be lifted from any finitely 
generated R-algebra modulo its radical to the algebra. To support this con- 
jecture we state and outline a proof of a theorem proving the assertion for 
commutative algebras and which can be viewed as a refinement of Theorem 
A of [8]. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a commutative ring such that idempotents can be 
lifted from any Jinitely generated R-algebra module its radical to the algebra. 
Let A be a jinitely generated, commutative R-algebra and N an ideal of A 
contained in J(A) with A/N separable. Then A contains an inertial &algebra. 
Proof. Suppose A is generated as a module over R by n elements. It is not 
hard to see that if idempotents can be lifted in finitely generated algebras, 
they can also be lifted in integral algebras. Therefore, defining as in [8] for 
anyR-algebraCandanyxinC@C,B(C,x)={cECI(c@l - 1 @c)x=O 
in C @ C}, we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem A (Hypothesis 2) 
of [8] to construct a chain B ,+,_CB,_C..*_CB12B,, = Aofsubalgebrasof 
A where B, = B(B,_, , e+i) with etWl the inertial idempotent in B,-, @ B,, 
and Bi + N = A, for i = I,..., n + 1. 
For any ring C and subring D, the dominion of D in C, written Dom(D, C), 
is defined as {c E C 1 c @ 1 = 1 @ c in C or, C}. Now the inertial idempotent 
e,, maps onto ei under the natural map from B,,, @ B,+l to Bi @ Bi for 
i = O,..., n + 1 because inertial idempotents are unique in commutative 
algebras. Thus, e, can be expressed in terms of elements from B,,, . It 
follows that Bi _C Dom(B,, , B,& and, therefore, defming DI = 
Dom(&+l , A) and D, = Dom(B,+r , DieI) for i = 2 ,..., n + 1, we have 
BiCDifori = I,..., n + 1. However, Sanders has proved [ 11, Corollary 4.11, 
that since A is generated by n elements over B,,, , D, = B,,, . Hence 
&CD,, =&+l, P roving that B, is separable. Since B, + N = A, the 
theorem is proved. 
3. THE CONJUGACY THEOREM 
Two inertial subalgebras S and T relative to N are conjugate by a unit 
of A if T = u-l Su. The proof [2, p. 1451 shows that if two inertial subalgebras 
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relative to N are conjugate by a unit U, u can be chosen to be of the form 
1 + n for some n in N. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a finitely generated R-algebra and N an ideal of A 
contained in J(A). Suppose S and T are inertial subalgebras of A relative to N. 
Then for S and T to be conjugate it is necessary and su$icient that S @ To 
contain an idempotent e whose image under the natural map of S @ Ta onto 
(A/N) 0 (A/W0 is a separability idempotent for A/N. When such an idempotent 
e exijts, S and T are conjugate by y(e). 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose T = (1 + n)-l S(l + n) for some n in N. 
Then for any separability idempotent C si @ si’ in S @ So, e = C st 6J 
(1 + n)-lsi’(l + n) = [l @ (1 + n)](C si 6J si)[l @ (1 + n)“] is an idem- 
potent in S @ To whose image in (A/N) @ (A/N)O is the same as that of 
C si @ si and so is a separability idempotent for A/N. 
Su@iency. First, let us remind the reader that by Sanders’ result [ll] 
both S and T are finitely generated. 
For any maximal ideal m of R,S,,,* and T,* are inertial subalgebras of A,,,* 
relative to Nm*, so by [2] there exists n* in N,,,* such that S,,,* = 
(1 + n*) T,,,*(l + a*)-l. Let 01 denote the isomorphism (1 + n*)( )(l + n*)-l 
of T,,,* to S,,,* and i the identity on S,,,*. Then (i @ a) is an isomorphism of 
S,,,* ow T;” to S,* aRm* Sz”. If e is the given idempotent in S @ T’J and 
e’ its natural image in S,,,* oRm* Tg”, then (i @ a)(k) is an idempotent in 
S+,,* 0% Sz” mapping onto a separability idempotent for (A/N); , so by 
Proposition 1, for every s in S,,,* there exists s’ in S,,,* with (s @ 1 - 1 @ s’) 
(i @ a)(g) = 0. Applying (i @ a-l), we get that for every s in S,,,* there is 
a t in T,* with 
(s @ 1 - 1 @ t)(z) = 0. 
Going from S,* BRm, Tz” into A,,,* BRmt A$’ and applying p to thii equation 
gives sp(e) = p(e)t or t = p(e)-’ sp(e), so in particular for every s in S, 
p(e)” sp(e) is an element of A whose image in A,,,* is in T,,,*. But this holds 
for each maximal ideal m, so we have p(e)-l sp(e) is in T by [3, Proposition 
10, p. 521 and localization properties. Thus, p(e)-l Sp(e) C T, so equality 
holds by Lemma 2.5 of [7]. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 3 yields a short proof in the case S @ N = 
T @ N = A (e.g., when R is a field), for then S @ To is isomorphic to 
(A/N) @ (A/N)O and if e is any idempotent in S @ To corresponding to a 
separability idempotent in (A/N) @ (A/N)O, we have immediately that for 
each s in S there is a t in T with (s @ 1 - 1 @ t)e = 0, whence T = 
p(e)-’ l+(e) as above. 
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COROLLARY 1. If N is nil, inertial subalgebras of A relative to N are 
conjugate. 
COROLLARY 2. If R is a commutative ring such that idempotents can be 
lijted from any Jinitely generated R-algebra module its radical to the algebra, 
then inertial subalgebras oj$nitely generated R-algebras are conjugate. 
All the statements concerning conjugacy of inertial subalgebras contained 
in [4, 7, 8, 121 follow immediately from Theorem 3. 
We conclude by pointing out that the condition of Theorem 3 is not always 
satisfied. Ford [6] has shown that if R is taken to be the rational integers 
localized at 5 and A to be the 2 x 2-matrices over R + 5R[i] (where i2 = -1), 
then the 2 x 2-matrices over R and the ordinary quaternion algebra over R 
are nonisomorphic inertial subalgebras of A. 
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